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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Learn the Infraworks road design layout process
Learn the cross section analysis, and superelevation of roads in Infraworks
Learn the cut/fill analysis tools of Infraworks
Learn how to move data into Civil 3D, and what to expect to use in your design

Description
Infraworks has the ability to advance the designs of roads, as well as analyze a proposal’s
strengths and weaknesses early in the design workflow. This data, completed in Infraworks, can
then be used by Civil 3D to complete the granular detail of the design. This will speed the
broader details earlier in the project, while not necessitating redesign as the project enters the
heavy design phase. This class will look at the functions available in Infraworks to create design
options, analyze those project designs, move basic design data into Civil 3D, and show what is
available to the Civil 3D user as they begin that portion of the design.

Speaker(s)
Russ Nicloy is an Infrastructure Practice Manager, and a Infrastructure Application
Consultant for MasterGraphics. For 13 years he has provided training, consulting, and
custom implementation for Civil 3D. Russ is an Autodesk Certified Trainer, as well as a
Wisconsin DOT certified trainer. Before joining a reseller Russ worked for 10 years in a
production role for gas, water, and site design. He also has 5 years of experience in GIS
for utilities. Russ has spoken at Autodesk University as well as many conferences for
surveyors, road designers, municipalities, and GIS professionals.
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Road Design Layout
One of the major benefits to Infraworks for design is the ease of creation of roadways for project
analysis. This could be simply translating roads that were imported into the project, or creating
your own Design Roads from scratch.

Use of Proposal Options
One of the benefits to using Infraworks to plan a project is the ability to divide the optional
designs into individual proposals. This includes creating an option for the existing conditions so
that each successive proposal has the same starting point. New proposals can be created from
already developed proposals, which can be useful in testing options without losing progress.

Layout Design Roads
Laying out proposed roads can create new roads or replace the default roads placed through
Model Builder. Their editing features are far superior to the default roads, and open up options
for different situations that designers will find themselves in. The types of design roads are
Design Roads, and Component Roads.

Design Roads
Design Roads are a step above the default road models. They allow the designer to
access AASHTO or custom design tables, profile views, bridge objects, and drainage
systems. They also allow for better editing tools.

Design road selected, showing grip edits

Component Roads
Component roads take the Design Roads a step farther. They provide all of the design
elements of the Design Roads, but add the ability of cross-section design control through
components, such as individual lanes, curbs, shoulders, medians, barriers, and others.
These components can be added to the cross-sectional design one component at a
time, independent of other components, for a true custom design. This will allow for
better testing of design later in the workflow.

Component road with left lane component highlighted

AASHTO or Custom Design Standards
The importance of AASHTO or custom design tables in Design or Component Road
design is that it allows the engineering of the project to begin earlier, while it is still in the
preliminary phase. Designs that are not possible due to engineering constraints, or
changes to parameters that can make a design work in a heavily constrained area, can
be tested as options prior to committing to a design that may or may not work.
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Editing Design Roads
One of the keys to design and component roads is the ability to edit, both graphically and by
data grid.

Horizontal Edits
Design Roads have grip edit options for point of intersections (PI) that control incoming
and outgoing tangent bearings and lengths, and curve grips that control curve length and
curve radius. Each of these grips when selected offer an option to enter type in the data
for a level of precision edit.

Curve and tangent-line grips for graphic editing

Profile Edits
Vertical Point of Intersections (VPI) can be adjusted in the profile view editor. They can
also be added or removed by right-clicking in the editor near the location of the edits.
Labels indicate slope and length, or right-click on VPIs for vertical curve properties (noneditable data).

Profile editor view
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If the in-canvas view is orbited profile edits can be made at the road directly. The view
does need to be orbited enough to engage the vertical grips. One of the important parts
of this type of edits is this is the only way to edit the vertical curve length, as these are
not available in the profile view editor.

In-canvas orbited view profile editing

Custom Component Assembly
A component road custom design can be added to the Infraworks library for later use.
First, the custom assembly needs to be added to the current model’s library. Select the
component road, right-click and choose Add to Library. Then, identify what station
should be used to define the custom assembly. This only adds it to the current model,
however. If the assembly should be available to ALL project models, the definition files
need to be copied…
…from the model location at:
C:\Users\<user login>\Documents\Autodesk InfraWorks Models\Autodesk 360\<model
folder>\<model>.files\unver\Content\Styles\Component\Custom)
…to the Infraworks model resource location at:
C:\ProgramData\Autodesk\InfraWorks\Resources\LocalLibrary\Styles\Component\Asse
mbly). You will need to copy both the <assemblyname>.ACItem and
<assemblyname>.png files to this location.

The Add Library option, and the two files that must be copied
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Cross Section and Superelevation Analysis
A Road Cross Section viewer is available to analyze the Design Road cross-sections, the cut/fill
end areas, and the road superelevation. While this data does not translate to Civil 3D, it can
highlight where project changes may be necessary early in the design process. Data that is
useful to compare against the Road Cross Section viewer data can be displayed on the plan
view of the road, including alignment stationing and superelevation station regions.

The view options
The three views available are slope data, slope and depth data, and cut/fill analysis.
Each view has an aspect ratio (vertical exaggeration). There is a view advancement tool
that allows for advancing views by 10 stations, advancement by superelevation critical
station, or manual station location. The in-canvas view shows a marker of the station
currently shown, including an arrow grip to sweep through stationing.

The slope, slope and depth, and cut/fill section views

Station marker and dynamic grip arrows
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Cut/Fill and Material Volume Analysis
Volume analysis for roadway design is available through the data card (Properties palette) of
the design or component roads. You must select the Earthwork Quantities button or the
Materials Calculator button, to receive the data for either.

Cut/Fill Volumes
Road cross section end area cut/fill analysis can be run against a Design road. These
numbers can be displayed in the road data card, or output reports. A badge will display
the latest cut/fill data, but this is NOT dynamic. Any changes will return the badge back
to blank to indicate the analysis needs to be run again.

Cut/Fill Volumes Badge, View, Report, and Settings icons

Material Volumes
The Material Volumes calculation creates a report based on the road components in the
design. The Material Volume data is based on set component depths, but good for an
early estimation project report.

The Material Quantities icon and Report icon

The Material Quantities Report Card
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Infraworks Data in Civil 3D
One of the benefits of using Infraworks for preliminary design and engineering work is the ability
to move that data into Civil 3D. Not all data can be included, but certain critical design objects
are available. If you are using the same release level of Civil 3D and Infraworks (currently Civil
3D 2018 and Infraworks 2018.1) Civil 3D has the ability to open the Infraworks database directly
in the Civil 3D drawing. If you are using a different version of Civil 3D (2017, or older) then you
must export the data from Infraworks as an IMX or FBX file format, then import that into Civil 3D
(DAE and OBJ are available for other platforms). It is important to note that whichever method is
used, NEITHER are dynamic, and updates to the Infraworks design must be reintroduced into
Civil 3D.
Bringing data into Civil 3D from Infraworks, it is important to remember coordinate system and
scale. Infraworks defaults to metric units, so the project files should have their settings set to
Imperial units if that is proper for your project. While the Infraworks project should have the
coordinate system set that you intend to use in Civil 3D, it will default to the proper system the
data was brought from (usually Lat/Long). However, you do need to set the Civil 3D coordinate
system, and make sure the transformation occurs in the import dialog.

Opening an Infraworks model in Civil 3D

If the Infraworks project is open while you try to open it in Civil 3D, the coordinate system will error out as
not compatible, no matter what it is. Close Infraworks and reopen the project in Civil 3D.

The Infraworks model in Civil 3D.
Notice the alignments are not truncated at the limits of the project.
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What Infraworks Data Moves to Civil 3D
The data that is available to Civil 3D are alignments, profiles, roads and pipes.
Alignments are not truncated at the edge of the chosen Infraworks data area. With the
alignment and profile corridors can be built by adding assemblies inside of Civil 3d.
Design or component roads translate into grid surfaces, so their borders may appear
choppy in Civil 3D.

Civil 3D Data Available to Infraworks
The transferring of data goes from Civil 3D to Infraworks direction as well. This can be useful for
populating data for the preliminary design. Data that can be exported to Infraworks are
alignments, profiles, corridors as design roads, surfaces, and pipes. Also, 3D or 2D linework can
be imported as SHP file formats, and almost any type of Infraworks object built from them,
including Parcels, buildings (scripted for height and style), grading areas, and other items.
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